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BRIGHTON ROAD - WALKING AND CYCLING IMPROVEMENTS
OVERVIEW PLAN MARCH 2023

Loading bay provided on Brantwood
Road

Disabled and permit holder parking to
be relocated from Brighton Road to
Wyche Grove

Loading bay provided on Bynes Road

Existing zebra crossing realigned to
one stage movement

Loading bay provided on Mansfield
Road

Existing zebra crossing realigned to
one stage movement

Existing zebra crossing realigned to
one stage movement

Existing uncontrolled crossing and
advisory cycle lane retained

Northbound and Southbound Bus
lane

Advisory cycle lane proposed to
enable two lane southbound
approach to be retained

Mandatory with-flow cycle lanes

Mandatory with-flow cycle lanes

Advisory cycle lanes

Mandatory with-flow cycle lanes

5 additional parking bays provided
on Allenby Avenue

Mandatory timed with-flow cycle
lanes to allow parking and
loading during off peak periods

Mandatory timed with-flow cycle
lanes to allow parking and
loading during off peak periods

Mandatory timed with-flow cycle
lanes to allow parking and
loading during off peak periods

Mandatory timed with-flow cycle
lanes to allow parking and
loading during off peak periods

Mandatory timed with-flow cycle
lanes to allow parking and
loading during off peak periods

2 additional parking bays
provided on Jarvis Road

Off peak waiting and loading

Off peak waiting and loading

Off peak waiting and loading

Off peak waiting and loading

Off peak waiting and loading

Off peak waiting and loading
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